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The Critical Heritage gathers together a large body of critical sources on major figures
in literature. Each volume presents contemporary responses to a writer's work, enabling
students and researchers to read for themselves, for example, comments on early
performances of Shakespeare's plays, or reactions to the first publication of Jane
Austen's novels. The carefully selected sources range from landmark essays in the
history of criticism to journalism and contemporary opinion, and little published
documentary material such as letters and diaries. Significant pieces of criticism from
later periods are also included, in order to demonstrate the fluctuations in an author's
reputation. Each volume contains an introduction to the writer's published works, a
selected bibliography, and an index of works, authors and subjects.
The stunning sequel to the #1 New York Times bestseller Dear Martin. Incarcerated
teen Quan writes letters to Justyce about his experiences in the American juvenile
justice system. Perfect for fans of Jason Reynolds and Angie Thomas. In the highly
anticipated sequel to her New York Times bestseller, Nic Stone delivers an unflinching
look into the flawed practices and silenced voices in the American juvenile justice
system. Vernell LaQuan Banks and Justyce McAllister grew up a block apart in the
Southwest Atlanta neighborhood of Wynwood Heights. Years later, though, Justyce
walks the illustrious halls of Yale University . . . and Quan sits behind bars at the Fulton
Regional Youth Detention Center. Through a series of flashbacks, vignettes, and letters
to Justyce--the protagonist of Dear Martin--Quan's story takes form. Troubles at home
and misunderstandings at school give rise to police encounters and tough decisions.
But then there's a dead cop and a weapon with Quan's prints on it. What leads a bright
kid down a road to a murder charge? Not even Quan is sure. "A powerful, raw, mustread told through the lens of a Black boy ensnared by our broken criminal justice
system." -Kirkus, Starred Review
After years of watching her best friends Ben and Claire try for a baby, Romily has
offered to give them the one thing that they want most. Romily expects it will be easy to
be a surrogate. She's already a single mother, and she has no desire for any more
children. But Romily isn't prepared for the overwhelming feelings that have taken hold
of her and which threaten to ruin her friendship with Ben and Claire-and even destroy
their marriage. Now there are three friends, two mothers and only one baby, and an
impossible decision to make... Thought-provoking, heart-rending but ultimately uplifting,
Julie Cohen's Dear Thing is a book you won't be able to put down, until you pass it on
to your best friends.
Addressing a neglected aspect of John Clare's history, Sarah Houghton-Walker
explores Clare's poetry within the framework of his faith and the religious context in
which he lived. While Clare expressed affection for the Established Church and other
denominations on various occasions, Houghton-Walker brings together a vast array of
evidence to show that any exploration of Clare's religious faith must go beyond pulpit
and chapel. Phenomena that Clare himself defines as elements of faith include ghosts,
witches, and literature, as well as concepts such as selfhood, Eden, eternity, childhood,
and evil. Together with more traditional religious expressions, these apparently
disparate features of Clare's spirituality are revealed to be of fundamental significance
to his poetry, and it becomes evident that Clare's experiences can tell us much about
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the experience of 'religion', 'faith', and 'belief' in the period more generally. A
distinguishing characteristic of Houghton-Walker's approach is her conviction that one
must take into account all aspects of Clare's faith or else risk misrepresenting it. Her
book thus engages not only with the facts of Clare's religious habits but also with the
ways in which he was literally inspired, and with how that inspiration is connected to his
intimations of divinity, to his vision of nature, and thus to his poetry. Belief, mediated
through the idea of vision, is found to be implicated in Clare's experiences and
interpretations of the natural world and is thus shown to be critical to the content of his
verse.
Unlawfully charged with a crime and now fighting for the hated British, Iain MacKinnon
disobeyed orders and endangered his brothers and his mission to rescue a woman.
And though he sensed Annie was hiding something from him, it was too late to hold
back his heart...
Will the remains of a soldier be the key that unlocks the secrets of Leysmorton Manor . .
. ? 1922. Lady Emily Fitzallan has returned to the country house where she spent her
childhood for a family wedding. Leysmorton Manor brings back many memories,
especially of her elder sister Clare, who vanished one day after going for a walk, never
to return. But the disturbing discovery of a soldier’s skeleton at the base of an ancient
Yew tree brings the past shockingly into the present. Could the man’s untimely death
have its roots in Clare’s disappearance, which occurred almost half a century ago . . .?
When Zoe Walker sees her photo in the classifieds section of a London newspaper,
she is determined to find out why it's there. There's no explanation: just a grainy image,
a website address and a phone number. She takes it home to her family, who are
convinced it's just someone who looks like Zoe. But the next day the advert shows a
photo of a different woman, and another the day after that. Is it a mistake? A
coincidence? Or is someone keeping track of every move they make ...
Dear Clare - this is what Women Feel about Page 3Vintage
Brief note of thanks for "delicious" sketch about Laburnum plant.
It's Annie Claire's first day of school, and she doesn't know what to expect. Ideal for a
child who is about to start school and needs some reassurance about the changes to
come, this title is sure to calm fears. Full color.
A resource book for teachers of young learners.
The most unlikely friendship. The most unexpected consequences. When Anna's
husband cheats on her, she's sure she'll never be happy again. But then she meets
94-year-old Grace. Despite an age gap of more than fifty years, the pair set out
together on a life-changing journey halfway across the country in search of some
answers. Sometimes the only way to move on is to revisit the past. But will Anna and
Grace be prepared for what they find? A story about love, female friendship, heartbreak
and learning to forgive.
I was having one of those summers. Nothing was happening and time seemed to be
dragging. What I didn't realise, was that time was in fact moving along rather quickly; I
was just out of step. It's a funny thing. I had been stressing about whether or not to go
to university, my parents, all the usual stuff, but I needn't have bothered. Life, or should
I say, death, has a way of making those decisions for you. So, here I am. Heaven didn't
want me and earth is just as scary for the dead as it is for the living. Do I know what I'm
going to do with my life, sorry, my afterlife? Well, if they say life is for the living, this
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must be for the rest of us...
In 1986 Clare Short introduced her Private's Member's Bill in the House of Commons to
ban Page 3. The size of her postbag the following Monday morning and the vicious
attacks on her in the tabloid press (The Sun even ran a Stop Crazy Clare campaign),
made it clear that Page 3 pornography was a heartfelt issue for people of all ages, in all
parts of the country and of all political persuasions.
Includes music.
Reproduction of the original: Life and Remains of John Clare by J.L. Cherry
This story starts with an ending. But this ending is just the beginning. Zoe's life is
upended when her boyfriend Ed is suddenly is killed. Zoe and Ed met at university,
made a life together - then everything they shared was taken away. The morning he
died, Zoe and Ed argued and she never told him that she loved him. Zoe desperately
wants a second chance to say the things she never got to say to her husband Ed; to tell
him she truly loved him, and that she failed to see what was really important in the time
they had together. Now it's too late. Or is it? As we re-live Zoe's relationship with Ed
alongside her, the potential and hope for change - to make things right, to alter the
course of their time together - remains alive. Can Zoe change her past and her future?
PRAISE FOR BEFORE YOU GO "Wonderful" The Sun "Irresistible... A delightfully
bittersweet story that will appeal to fans of One Day" Sunday Mirror
"Regiment of Women" by Clemence Dane. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
"Powerful, wrenching.” –JOHN GREEN, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Turtles All the Way Down "Raw and gripping." –JASON REYNOLDS, New York Times
bestselling coauthor of All American Boys "A must-read!” –ANGIE THOMAS, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of The Hate U Give Raw, captivating, and undeniably
real, Nic Stone joins industry giants Jason Reynolds and Walter Dean Myers as she
boldly tackles American race relations in this stunning #1 New York Times bestselling
debut, a William C. Morris Award Finalist. Justyce McAllister is a good kid, an honor
student, and always there to help a friend—but none of that matters to the police officer
who just put him in handcuffs. Despite leaving his rough neighborhood behind, he can't
escape the scorn of his former peers or the ridicule of his new classmates. Justyce
looks to the teachings of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. for answers. But do they hold up
anymore? He starts a journal to Dr. King to find out. Then comes the day Justyce goes
driving with his best friend, Manny, windows rolled down, music turned up—way up,
sparking the fury of a white off-duty cop beside them. Words fly. Shots are fired.
Justyce and Manny are caught in the crosshairs. In the media fallout, it's Justyce who is
under attack. "Vivid and powerful." -Booklist, Starred Review "A visceral portrait of a
young man reckoning with the ugly, persistent violence of social injustice." -Publishers
Weekly
Full of "can't look away" moments, Dear Killer is a psychological thriller perfect for fans
of gritty realistic fiction such as Dan Wells's I Am Not a Serial Killer and Jay Asher's
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Thirteen Reasons Why, as well as television's Dexter. Rule One—Nothing is right,
nothing is wrong. Kit looks like your average seventeen-year-old high school student,
but she has a secret—she's London's notorious "Perfect Killer." She chooses who to
murder based on letters left in a secret mailbox, and she's good—no, perfect—at what
she does. Her moral nihilism—the fact that she doesn't believe in right and
wrong—makes being a serial killer a whole lot easier . . . until she breaks her own rules
by befriending someone she's supposed to murder, as well as the detective in charge
of the Perfect Killer case. As New York Times bestselling author of the Gone series
Michael Grant says, Dear Killer is "shocking, mesmerizing, and very smart."
Love arrives at the most unexpected time . . . 1821: Elias Roch has ghastly luck with
women. He met Josephine De Clare once and penned dozens of letters hoping to find
her again. 2021: Josie De Clare has questionable taste in boyfriends. The last one
nearly ruined her friendship with her best friend. Now, in the wake of her father's death,
Josie finds Elias's letters. Suddenly she's falling in love with a guy who lived two
hundred years ago. And star-crossed doesn't even begin to cover it . . . “Dearest
Josephine is the type of story that becomes your own. The characters’ heartaches
worked their way into my own chest until I hurt with them, hoped with them, and dared
to dream with them. This book is teeming with swoon-worthy prose, adorable humor,
and an expert delivery of ‘Will they end up together?’ I guarantee you’ll be burning the
midnight candle to a stub to get answers. Step aside Pride and Prejudice, there’s a
new romance on the English moors.” —Nadine Brandes, author of Romanov “Caroline
George infuses an epistolary love story with a romance and charm that crosses
centuries. Touching and inventive, it bursts with wit, warmth, and a blending of classic
and contemporary that goes together like scones and clotted cream. Dearest Josephine
is a delight.” —Emily Bain Murphy, author of The Disappearances “Dearest Josephine
is more than an immersive read. It is a book lover’s dream experience. Josie’s
residence in a gothic English manor and her deeply romantic connection to Elias, who
lived years in the past, is as chillingly atmospheric as Rochester calling across the
moors. This story is George’s treatise on the power of books and character to creep
across centuries, to pull us close and invite us to live in a fantasy where we find
love—literally—in the kinship of ink and binding. But it also acknowledges the dangers of
letting ourselves fall too deeply when sometimes an equally powerful connection is
waiting next door. This love letter to books, and the readers who exist in and for them,
is a wondrously singular escape.” —Rachel McMillan, author of The London Restoration
and The Mozart Code Romantic and evocative read in both contemporary and historical
time periods Stand-alone novel Book length: 86,000 words Includes discussion
questions for book clubs
A WASHINGTON POST “FEEL-GOOD BOOK guaranteed to lift your spirits” “A warm,
charming tale about the rewards of revealing oneself, warts and all.” —People The story
of a solitary green notebook that brings together six strangers and leads to unexpected
friendship, and even love Julian Jessop, an eccentric, lonely artist and septuagenarian
believes that most people aren't really honest with each other. But what if they were?
And so he writes—in a plain, green journal—the truth about his own life and leaves it in
his local café. It's run by the incredibly tidy and efficient Monica, who furtively adds her
own entry and leaves the book in the wine bar across the street. Before long, the others
who find the green notebook add the truths about their own deepest selves—and soon
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find each other In Real Life at Monica's Café. The Authenticity Project's cast of
characters—including Hazard, the charming addict who makes a vow to get sober; Alice,
the fabulous mommy Instagrammer whose real life is a lot less perfect than it looks
online; and their other new friends—is by turns quirky and funny, heartbreakingly sad
and painfully true-to-life. It's a story about being brave and putting your real self
forward—and finding out that it's not as scary as it seems. In fact, it looks a lot like
happiness. The Authenticity Project is just the tonic for our times that readers are
clamoring for—and one they will take to their hearts and read with unabashed pleasure.
Note of thanks for roots of artemisia, and for Clare's kindness to Christopher [St. John]
and Tony [Atwood].
From bestselling author Ally Carter, the definitive guide to writing a novel for the
NaNoRiMo generation, including helpful tips from other YA stars.
The "pretty impertinent and prying" questions asked by a UCLA doctoral candidate of
Herman Melville's great-grandson led to this fascinating correspondence regarding the
Melville Revival.
This charming, irresistible debut novel set in London during World War II about a young
woman who longs to be a war correspondent and inadvertently becomes a secret
advice columnist is “a jaunty, heartbreaking winner” (People)—for fans of The Guernsey
Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society and Lilac Girls. Emmeline Lake and her best friend
Bunty are doing their bit for the war effort and trying to stay cheerful, despite the
German planes making their nightly raids. Emmy dreams of becoming a Lady War
Correspondent, and when she spots a job advertisement in the newspaper she seizes
her chance; but after a rather unfortunate misunderstanding, she finds herself typing
letters for the formidable Henrietta Bird, renowned advice columnist of Woman’s Friend
magazine. Mrs. Bird is very clear: letters containing any Unpleasantness must go
straight into the bin. But as Emmy reads the desperate pleas from women who many
have Gone Too Far with the wrong man, or can’t bear to let their children be
evacuated, she begins to secretly write back to the readers who have poured out their
troubles. “Fans of Jojo Moyes will enjoy AJ Pearce’s debut, with its plucky female
characters and fresh portrait of women’s lives in wartime Britain” (Library Journal)—a
love letter to the enduring power of friendship, the kindness of strangers, and the
courage of ordinary people in extraordinary times. “Headlined by its winning lead
character, who always keeps carrying on, Pearce's novel is a delight” (Publishers
Weekly). Irrepressibly funny and enormously moving, Dear Mrs. Bird is “funny and
poignant…about the strength of women and the importance of friendship” (Star Tribune,
Minneapolis).
Would you give your first love a second chance? Justine Thomas and Maddie Kind met
at university and were the couple most likely. Everybody said so. That is, until Maddie
left without saying goodbye. Ten years later the pair are reunited at a friend’s funeral,
and now Justine can’t shake Maddie from her life. But why is she back? Why did she
disappear? And more importantly, is she interested in the whole cake, or just one last
slice of Justine? Strap in for a novel that deals with life’s big topics: love, death & cake.
Clare Lydon is the queen of British romantic comedy, and this stellar lesbian romance is
guaranteed to give you all the feels. Quite simply, it’s unputdownable.
From New York Times bestselling author Clare Mackintosh comes a deeply moving and
page-turning novel about an impossible choice--and the two paths fate could take. "A
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beautifully written novel, compelling and clever, tender and true. I can't stop thinking
about it."--Liane Moriarty "Tailor-made for book clubs and for fans of Jodi
Picoult."--Publishers Weekly Max and Pip are the strongest couple you know. They're
best friends, lovers--unshakable. But then their son gets sick and the doctors put the
question of his survival into their hands. For the first time, Max and Pip can't agree.
They each want a different future for their son. What if they could have both? A gripping
and propulsive exploration of love, marriage, parenthood, and the road not taken, After
the End brings one unforgettable family from unimaginable loss to a surprising,
satisfying, and redemptive ending and the life they are fated to find. With the emotional
power of Jodi Picoult's My Sister's Keeper, Mackintosh helps us to see that sometimes
the end is just another beginning.
Brief note responding to Neilson's letter about Le Grande Mademoiselle.
Discover the beautiful stories of Michael Morpurgo, author of Warhorse and the
nation’s favourite storyteller A moving story of a brother, a sister and a swallow, and
how all are in some way victims of the horrors of landmines.
Clare Keane is fourteen years old when her mother dies of pneumonia in the tenement
room they share in turn-of-the-century Cork, Ireland. Left with two younger brothers, her
closest family thousands of miles away in St. Paul, Minnesota, Clare begins a
dangerous journey that takes her from Cork through the port of Queenstown to Ellis
Island, New York, and finally St. Paul. Rich in historical detail, Clare allows the reader
to live the sights, sounds, and smells of a 1906 journey of immigration.
The tour-de-force, hair-raising new novel from Herman Koch, the New York Times
bestselling author of The Dinner and Summer House with Swimming Pool Once a
celebrated writer, M had his greatest success with a suspense novel based on a reallife disappearance. It told the story of a history teacher who went missing one winter
after having a brief affair with a beautiful student of his. The teacher was never found.
Upon publication, M's novel was a runaway bestseller, one that marked his international
breakthrough. That was years ago, and now M's career is fading. But not when it
comes to his bizarre, seemingly timid neighbor who keeps a close eye on him and his
wife. Why? From alternating points of view, where no one is to be trusted, Herman
Koch weaves together an intricate tale of a writer in decline, a teenage couple in love, a
missing teacher, and a single book that entwines all of their fates. Thanks to M's novel,
supposedly a work of fiction, everyone seems to be linked forever, until something
unexpected spins the "story" off its rails. With ever increasing tension, his signature
sardonic wit and world-renowned sharp eye for human failings, Herman Koch once
again spares nothing and no one in his gripping new novel, a barbed performance that
suspends readers in the mysterious space between fact and fiction.
Clare Short MP has been one of the government's most outspoken critics, despite
having been a member of it for most of its two terms of office since 1997. Her
resignation from the Cabinet over the war in Iraq in 2003 caused a furore -- not least
because she had already threatened to go a few months earlier. Why did she delay?
Why did she then decide to go? What is at the heart of her reservations about the New
Labour style of government, and how does it affect the way we all live our lives? Writing
'more in sorrow than in anger', Clare Short now reveals her thinking about all aspects of
the way Britain has been run since 1997. Drawing on her first-hand experience of
events at the heart of power, she assesses the true effects of the centralisation of
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decision-making in Number 10 and shows us how New Labour has contrived to
damage the goodwill afforded it by two successive three-figure majorities. Candid and
forthright, lucid and thought-provoking, this is a major book about modern Britain.
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